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Chip Riichi Mahjong 
1. Everyone begins the game with 10 chips and keeps them visible on the table. 

2. Build the wall, deal hands and determine a dealer in the regular way. 

3. After the hands are dealt everyone antes one chip and play begins as normal 

Scoring Combinations 

1 Chip 

All simples (tanyao) A hand that has no 1s, 9s, Dragon or Wind Tiles in it. 

Dragon Pon (yakuhai) Any dragon triplet, (two = 2 chips, three = 10 chips!) 

Three Color Straight (sanshokudojun) A hand with the same “chi” in each suit. Example: 
123dot,123bam,123char 

2 Chips 

Pure Straight (ikkitsukan) A hand that has three “chi” all in a row all from one suit: 123, 
456, 789. 

Half Flush (honisou) A hand with only one suit plus any dragon or wind tiles 

All Pon (toitoiho) A hand consisting of 4 “pon” plus a pair. 

3 Chips! 
Terminals and Honors (chanta) A hand where every set contains a 1, a 9 or any dragon or wind 

5 Chips!! 
Full Flush (chinisou) A hand containing only tiles from one suit, no dragon or winds 

allowed 

Little Three Dragons (shousangen) A hand containing 2 dragon pon and a pair of the third dragon 

10 Chips!!! 
Big Three Dragons (daisangen) A hand containing 3 pon, one of each dragon type 

Four Concealed Triplets (suankou) A hand that has all pon, with no called sets 

All Honors (tsuisou) A hand that only has dragons and winds 

All Winds (sushihou) A hand that has one set of each wind – one of the four may be 
a pair 

How to Score 
1. Every hand has to contain the normal 4 sets and pair. 

2. Add up everything that is in the hand from the table above. (Remember to stop at 10 chips!) 

3. If you picked up someone else’s tile, they give you that many chips! 

4. If you drew the tile yourself everyone gives you that many chips!! 

5. Don’t forget to take the ante chips. 

Ending the Game 
The game ends either at the end of 8 games or when one player can’t pay after another player wins. 

 

Teacher Reminders 

No dealer, no riichi, no kan, no kuikae, no dora, no 

kandora, no renchan, no furiten, no tempai 

payments 
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